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I. Introduction
Pigeons (Calumba livia), together with rats, are and have been the preferred subjects for research on animal learning. Several thousand publications
on the conditioning of this bird species are available. Nonetheless, little is
known about learning in the Pigeon as such. The reason for this paradox is
that most investigation has been done by behaviourist psychologists striving to identify general, universal principles of learning, largely ignoring
species and situation differences. Only recently, through the influence of
ethology, has a more biological approach begun to prevail. The inevitable
premise is that behaviour tends towards maximizing inclusive Darwinian
fitness, that is the net overall replication of the genes that individuals carry.
Behaviour has to be adapted, matched, tuned to the ecological and social
environment in which a given organism normally operates, so that it best
promotes survival and reproduction.
The adaptation to the more consistent features of the environment-is
provided by the evolutionary process. It selects gellomes steering the
development and function of sensory, nervous and motor systems that
generate adapted behaviour. The tuning to the more variable aspects of the
environment is ensured by learning. It involves a persisting development of
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the nervous system under close environmental guidance but still subject to
genetic control. Learning abilities and efficiency obviously contribute to
fitness and are thus exposed to evolutionary selection. Since Pigeons live in
a particular socioecological niche their learning capabilities have to be
tuned to the specific demands that they habitually face.
Although evidence has accumulated that the learning of the Pigeon and
other animals is indeed specialized, it is also incontrovertible that learning
processes across species share similarities of the kind that the behaviourists
sought. The reasons for this concurrence are threefold. There are few
natural principles by which neuronal networks can learn. In spite of
environmental diversity the demands on learning are nevertheless convergent. Not least, all animals are of common ancestry.
The core process of learning is the detection and storage (memorization)
of spatial and temporal correlations between events. Included are
environmental events conveyed by exteroceptive senses, internal events
mediated by interoceptive receptors and signals generated by the nervous
~ystem itself (motor ~ommands for example). The correlations stored range
from negative over zero to positive and are assembled as networks of autoamI cross-correlation functions over spatial and temporal lags. This representation of the world and the self is biased because only correlations
that are particularly likely to be fitness-promoting are stored, a selection
being necessary for reasons of limited capacity. Co'nsiderable information
processing including evaluation intervenes between the sensory inputs and
the correlation storing sites and between these and the overt behaviour.
~Ith.ough ~lOt ~elongi?g to learning in the strictest sense this processing is
mevttably ImplIcated m all empirical assessment of learning performance.
Hopefully this theoretical sketch will serve to keep in perspective the
conglomerate of mainly factual information that follows. The review compro.mises be~ween trying to be reasonably comprehensive and providing
an II1troductlOn to the neophyte, a really impractical aim considering the
vast literature and the space allotted. The references cited are not intended
to support text statements but aim to provide an entry into recent relevant
research. A useful introductory text to the field of learning is Davey
(1981). Mackintosh (1974) is a very comprehensive reference book on
animal learning.

H. Habituation and imprinting
Habituation refers to the weakening of a response to a stimulus that OCcurs
when this stimulus is repeatedly presented, in so far as the response wan-

ing is not due to receptor adaptation nor muscular exhaustion. The initial
response is generally assumed to be of an unconditioned, innate origiin
although this is rarely ascertained. Habituation shows many similarities
with extinction, the waning of conditioned responses to be described later,
and in fact a distinction may be somewhat academic. Although certainly a
widespread and commonly occurring process, habituation has not yet bec:n
studied systematically in Pigeons. We have informally examined the waning of the orienting response to a loud clicking noise. The orienting
(arousal) response consists of scanning movements of the head with the
neck stretched, eyes wide open, plumage sleeked and includes an increase
in heart-rate (tachycardia), expressing a state of increased attention and
reactivity. As the stimulus is repeatedly presented at 10 min intervals, the
response weakens and by about the 10th-15th presentation the animals do
not respond any more (see also Cohen and MacDonald, 1971). If the
subjects are re-tested after a day-long pause there is a partial recovery of
responsiveness. A strong stimulus (attempts to grab the Pigeon) immediately restores the response (dishabituation). Temporally irregular presentation of the stimulus in the habituation phase delays the response waning.
If a sufficiently different sound, hand-clapping, is used as a test stimulus
after habituation to the clicking noise, a full orienting response is again
observed (stimulus specific habituation; see generalization below and
Smith,1971),
Habituation is also evident when Pigeons are transferred to a new cage
or a new locality. The animals usually respond initially with immobility or
"freezing", a fear response, and then "thaw" out progressively in the course
of half an hour, going through a progression of increasingly more active
behaviours (Delius et al., 1967). This behavioural adaptation is somewhat
different from the usual habituation in that it involves a stimulus that is not
a discrete and repeated one but a continuous, persistent condition.
A phenomenon akin to habituation is sensitization or potentiation. A
stimulus that originally elicits no response or a weak response, comes, upon
simple repetition, to elicit an intense and reliable reaction. No well investigated instance in the Pigeon is known.
Imprinting designates the learning that occurs when simple exposure to a
particular stimulus at a particular age has profound and lasting effects on
later behaviour (Lorenz, 1935). Instances of this kind of learning in the
Pigeon are described in the chapters "Behaviour" and "Orientation" of
this book. Imprinting to the food eaten during youth may also determine
the marked and persistent individualistic food preferences shown by adult
Pigeons (Moon and Zeigler, 1979). Such learning may be related to perceptual learning (Catania, 1979) but this has not been pursued in the
Pigeon.
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Ill. Classical conditioning
Classical or respondent conditioning was first identified by 1. P. Pavlov at
the turn of the century (Pavlov, 1927) and is thus often called Pavlovian
conditioning. The prototype experiment involves the dog that salivate~ (tl :'!
unconditioned response, UCR) when offered food (the unconditioned
stimulus, UCS) on a spontaneous reflexive basis but that, after having
repeatedly experienced a bell-sound (the conditioned stimulus, CS) consistently preceeding the UCS, will begin to salivate (the conditioned
response, CR) in response to the CS alone.
In the Pigeon there is a closely analogous paradigm, autoshaping, that
has been much studied after it was first described by Brown and lenkins
(1968). When a hungry Pigeon (usually deprived to 80% of its normal
weight) is offered food in a Skinner-box (see below) it will peck and eat it
on a spontaneous, unconditioned basis. If a brief light conditioning
stimulus (CS) is projected on the pecking-key immediately before such
food presentations on repeated occasions then the animal wiII begin and
later continue (automaintenance) to peck (CR) at the lit key. Brief CS
(several seconds) and long inter-trial intervals (several minutes) between
the CS/UCS pairings) are most effective (Schwartz and Gamzu, 1977). If
the sequence is reversed so that food is followed by light (backward conditioning) or if food and light presentation is random (control for sensitization or pseudo-conditioning) no consistent pecking develops (Brown and
Jenkins, 1968; Gamzu and Williams, 1973). Delays between the CS and
the UCS (trace conditioning) reduce the CR: the longer the delay the less
the pecking (Newlin and LoLordo, 1976) (Fig. 1).
The fact that the Pigeons direct their responding to the actual CS (sign
traCking, Hearst and lenkins, 1974) was initially seen as incompatible with
the Pavlovian account of classical conditioning. Meanwhile it has become
clear that dogs will behave in a way analogous to Pigeons if not restrained
as in Pavlov's experiments. They too will approach and mouth the CS while
at the same time salivating as if begging food from the CS. Moreover
restrained Pigeons only allowed to observe the CS-UCS pairing will also
form the association underlying the CR pecking (Richardson and Hansen,
1980). The conditioned pecking may similarly be begging behaviour.
A.lternat.iveIY
corre~ponds to the food-searching (appetitive) pecking
WIth whIch. ~Igeons. dlscove: food (Palya and Zacny, 1980). The locomotory ~~CtIVlty dunng the !Ilter-CS/UCS pause is also affected by the
auto~haplllg procedure. The Pigeons as a rule turn away from the CS/UCS
locatIOn as these terminate, but face the CS when it begins (Hearst et al.
1~80). Activity was recorded as CR to an extended light CS by Slivka and
Bltterman (1966).
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Fig. 1 Classical conditioning (autoshaping) in a Skinner-box. S?me !emporal <?S
and UCS configurations that have been tried out. The CR obtained IS summanly
described in the right margin. Typically the CS was 8 s and the UCS 3 s long. The
intervals except for the bottom trace were about 60 s long. Some 6 sessions lasting
about 30 min were given (compiled from various sources and own data).

Behaviourists have felt uneasy about having to envisage two different
kinds of learning, classical and instrumental (see later). The pecking generated by autoshaping could be thought of as being instrumentally maintained through the food that regularly follows. Williams and Williams
(1969) however arranged it so that pecks to the CS would lead to the
omission of the UCS. Although responding was reduced it did not cease,
showing that the adventitious reinforcement is not essential but nevertheless important for classical conditioning (see also Schwartz and Williams,
1972).
Several phenomena traditionally connected with Pavlovian conditioning
have been demonstrated with autoshaping. One is latent inhibition where
r~peated preexposure to a CS not followed by a UCS later retards the
conditioning when CS and UCS are presented in the usual way (Tranberg
and RilIing, 1978). This can be interpreted by assuming that the animal
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first learns the non-relation between the CS and food which has then to be
replaced by a positive correlation. Another example is second-order conditioning, where an initial CS) is associated with a UCS until it becomes
effective in releasing a CR. Then a new CS 2 is paired with the CS . This CS
will come to elicit a CR witho~t itself ever having been paired with th~
VCS (Rashotte et al., 1977; Rescorla, 1980).
Auditory CS are not very effective in releasing autoshaped pecking (Boe
and Winokur, 1979; Shapiro et al., 1980). This has been explained in terms
of the difficulty of localizing tones. Indeed diffuse visual stimuli are less
effective CS than localized ones (Leyland and Mackintosh, 1978). Furthermore the food UCS inevitably involves visual stimuli (parasitic CS) and
these can ge~eralize (see later) to visual but not to auditory CS (Ettinger et
1978). If the VCS is especially associated with auditory stimuli a tone
CS becomes somewhat more effective (Steinhauer et al., 1977). Also we
must assume that Pigeons are phylogenetically counterprepared to associate tones with food since, as granivores, they consistently deal with silent
nourishment (DeJius and Emmerton, 1978a). Interestingly tones, without
themselves having elicited pecking CR, can nonetheless function as intermediary CS in second-order conditioning (Rescorla, 1980; Burt and
Westb~ook, 1980) and as blocking CS: a tone previously associated with
food will later prevent the development of a CR to a visual CS if the latter
is simultaneously presented (compounded) with the tone (Leyland and
Mackintosh, 1978).
. Whe~l food is offered at regular intervals without any preceding CS, this
fixed .tlme. sched.ule (Fr, see later) leads to a complex patterning of
behaVIOur 111 the. 1I1tervals, often terminating with undirected pecking just
before the UCS IS due. The occurrence of these behaviours was interpreted
by Skinn~r (1948) as superstitious instrumental responding induced by
chance re1l1~orcement. However, time can serve as a CS and the pecking
can ?e conSidered as a CR to that cue. Furthermore, behaviour patterns
are mter-related by dynamic facilitatory and inhibitory influences. Thus
whe~ ~he .occurrence of pecking and feeding is modified by such temporal
con~iltlon1l1g other behaviours are secondarily affected (Staddon, 1977).
If ~ater re~laces ~ood as the UCS the CR to a CS is no longer the
graspll1g peckmg t~plcal of ~eeding but rather the SUCking dip of drinking
~Moon;, 1973). ThiS beak-dip also develops if the water is directly injected
mto the gape through a chronic cannula, even though it is then not part of
the VCR (Woodruff and Williams, 1976) .. If the UCS is access to a sexual
partner then the CR is courtship directed at the CS (Schwartz and Gamzu
1977). If the ~CS is brief relief from persistent painful electric shock th~
CR IS a~gresslve, pecking or wing-oeating (Rachlin, 1969).
ClaSSIcal aversIve conditioning of heart-rate is very effective in Pigeons.

u!.,
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The UCS is typically a lOO Hz square wave, 2 mA constant current train of
0·2 seconds duration that yields a brief VCR heart-rate acceleration. The
electrocardiogram and shock are best recorded/administered using chrOl1'ic
stainless steel electrodes implanted under the scapulae and the publiC
bones (Delius and Emmerton, 1978a). A sound insulated chamber with
bright illumination and masking white noise is useful. CS of 10 s duration
and inter-trial intervals of several min duration are optimal. The
tachycardic CR during the CS is assessed with respect to the heart-rate
during a pre-CS baseline period. The cardiac conditioning is inevitably
accompanied by respiratory conditioning where the CR is an.increase in
breathing-rate (Cohen and Durkovic, 1966). Auditory stimuli including
very low frequency pressure changes have been found to be effective as CS
(Delius and Tarpy, 1974; Yodlowski el al., 1977; Delius and Emmerton,
1978b). Visual CS have also been successful (Cohen and Durkovic, 1966;
Cohen and MacDonald, 1971) and there is considerable knowledge of the
neural substrates that mediate their conditioned control over cardiac activity (Coheil, 1980). Nonetheless visual stimuli may be less effective than
auditory CS because Pigeons are phylogenetically 110t as well prepared 1:0
associate stationary visual stimuli with pain as auditory ones (Delius and
Emmerton, 1978a; Shapiro et al., 1980). Kreithen and Keeton (1974)
found that rotating but not stationary polarized light was an effective CS.
Heart-rate conditioning can also be obtained with an appetitive UCS.
Klinkenberg and Delius (in preparation) have used the brief presentation
of a few drops of water to Pigeons 48 hours water-deprived. Coloured
lights have proved effective CS but as the animals become conditioned the
VCR sometimes habituates and this can then lead to a later loss of the CR.
Conditioned suppression, or conditioned emotional response (CER) is
another much used paradigm. Here the animals are trained to steadily peck
a key for food under an instrumental variable interval schedule of reinforcement (VI 60 second fot example, see later) and electric shocks (UeS)
preceded by a CS are occasionally administered. The UCR and CR is a
slowing of the pecking due to freezing (Stein et al., 1971). The respome
suppression is traditionally measured as a ratio of the pecking rate
recorded during a pre-CS period, minus that during the CS period, divided
by the pre-CS rate. Auditory, olfactory and visual stimuli arc efficient as
CS (Smith, 1970; Henton, 1969).
A somewhat special kind of classical conditioning is food or drink aversion learning. The UCS is, for experiments, the non-oral administration
of a poisonous substance (for example 5 ml of O· 3 M LiCI solution
intraperitoneally). The VCR is illness and a temporary inhibition of the
food and water intake. The CS is the preceding intake of unusual food or
drink, for example water with a distinctive colour, flavour or odour. The
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CR, usually evident after a single CS-UCS pairing, is a reticence t.o. dr~nk
the CS water (CIarke et a!., 1979). Differently from other condltlOnmg
situations learning will occur even with hour-long delays between CS and
UCS (Westbrook et al., 1980). Pigeons associate visual stimuli as ~S with
illness whereas rats do not (Logue, 1980). This must be due to the fact that
Pigeons select their food and drink mainly vi~ually wher~~s rats do not.
Extinction (internal inhibition) of a classIcally condItIOned response
occurs when a CS continues to be presented without the UCS. The CR
weakens progressively and eventually disappears, much as if it habi~uated.
The rate at which extinction proceeds varies. Autoshaped peckmg f~r
example is eliminated very rapidly but aversivel~ conditioned. tachycardia
is very resistant to extinction (Cohen and Durkovlc, 1~66). In mstru~ental
conditioning, as we shall see, when a respons.e I~ on~y occa.slOnally
rewarded (partial reinforcement schedules) extmctlOn IS co~slderably
slowed. In classical conditioning the analogous procedure, occasIOnal presentations of a CS-UCS combination among many presentations of th.e CS
alone does not have that effect. Extinction proceeds as fast as or faster
than ~fter consistent CS- UCS training, although, as in instrumental conditioning, the procedure retards initial acquisition (Slivka and Bitterman,
1966; Gibbon et al., 1980).

IV. Instrumental conditioning
Late last century E. L. Thorndike began to study what he called trial and
error learning. He repeatedly locked a hungry cat in a puzzle box where it
had to move a catch for a door to open allowing the animal freedom and
food. In the initial trials the cat produced a wide variety of behaviours but
as one response (instrumental response) proved efficient in yielding door
opening and food (reinforcing stimulus) this behaviour became more and
more frequent in later trials and thus the animal took less and less time to
escape (Thorndike, 1911).
..'
In the Pigeon, key-peckmg for food-reward is the most commonly
studied analogon. It was introduced by B. F. Skinner (1938) who coined the
terms instrumental or operant conditioning (Skinnerian conditioning). He
also developed the experimental chamber commonly known as the Skinner-box. The Pigeon version (Fig. 2) consists of a sound-insulated and
ventilated box that has a dividing wall with a circular opening, behind
which is a translucent paddle acting on a microswitch. The paddle or key is
usually back-illuminated with a key-light. Wi!h an electromagnet a hopper
can be lifted to another opening such that the subject then has access to

Fig. 2 Instrumental conditioning chamber of Skinner-box. The Pigeon's .rec.ks on,
the back-illuminated key activate a switch; this leads to the temporary acltvatlon of
the solenoid that lifts a grain hopper so that the hungry animal can reach the food.

grain. A house-light brightells the interior. Noise delivered by a loudspeaker masks undesired sounds; a noisy ventilator often fulfils the same
function. Suitable programming equipment is arranged so that activation of
the key or a switch controlled by the experimenter will offer food for a few
seconds. A previously food-deprived (usually to 80% of normal weight}
Pigeon placed in the box will occasionally show some pecking, as well a~;
much other behaviour. Fortuitously, pecks may now and then be
directed at the key and yield reward (reinforcement). Once this has happened a few times the .rate of key-pecking increases rapidly and within
perhaps minutes the Pigeon will be responding as fast as it can.
However, chance key-pecks are rare and acquisition may only occur
after days. To accelerate the process the experimenter can begin by
rewarding key-directed behaviour, turning towards and looking at the key,
and, as this behaviour becomes more frequent, he can demand responses
that are increasingly like key-pecking (response-shaping). Experienced
operators can condition a chamber habituated Pigeon within 30 min but
inexperienced ones may need hours. A flickering key illumination (ca. IO
Hz), grains stuck on the key or, better, a horizontal key close to the hopper
with a few grains on it facilitates the initial key-pecking.
It is during this response acquisition phase that most instrumental conditioning (motor skill learning) occurs but it is clear that the situation is not
conducive to strict experimentation (Eckerman et al., 1980). Instrumental
response shaping thus remains a bit of an art. Adequate motivation (food
deprivation) 'and undelayed, regular and sufficient reinforcement of inci-
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pient key-pecking are the most important variables. The reward size (duration of grain access) has to be a compromise to avoid a premature loss of
motivation. Responses with a higher spontaneous occurrence (operant
baseline) than pecking generally present less difficulty, those with lower
natural probabilities greater difficulty.
A simpler procedure to obtain instrumental key-pecking is autoshaping
(Brown and Jenkins, 1968; see classical conditioning above) with an
intermediate paradigm where any CR pecking that may occur is instrumental inasmuch as it brings forward the UCS food. Once pecking is regular the
dark-key inter-trial pause is gradually shortened until it vanishes. As a
rule shaping is effortlessly achieved within a few half-hour sessions. The
procedure highlights the difference between classical (respondent) and
operant (instrumental) response conditioning. In the first the occurrenc~ of
the key-pecking response is not a condition for the food presentatIon
(UCS), in the second it is essential for it (reinforcement).
Once an operant is established the motivational state, the reinforcement
parameters and the response demands (schedules, see below) can to some
extent be traded against one another. For example Pigeons will continue to
key-peck for delayed food reward if the reward size is increased (Ainslie,
1974; Grosh and Neuringer, 1981).
Which stimuli can serve as reinforcers? Behaviourists usually employ an
empirically sound, if somewhat, circular diagnostic: reinforcers are those
events that will support instrumental conditioning. Biologists rely on a
logically well founded but empirically less stringent diagnostic: events that
call be estimated to have been consistently correlated with either promotion or detraction of DalWinian fitness during recent phylogeny are likely
to be innate, primary appetitive or aversive reinforcers respectively. These
considerations, however, do not resolve the issue of which of the many
extero- and interoceptive events that constitute reinforcing stimuli are the
effective components. McFarland (1969) found that in the ring dove
(Srrepropelia risoria) the oral but not the gastric stimuli that follow water
intake were the actual rewarding signals.
Any stimulus that consistently precedes such a primary reinforcer tends to
acq uire secondary (or conditioned) reinforcing properties by virtue of
classical conditioning (compare second-order conditioning above). An
example would be the click normally accompanying the activation of the
food-hopper in a Skinner-box. Response contingent empty hopper operation delays the extinction of originally food-reinforced key-pecking as
compared with the hopper not being activated at all (Kelleher and Gollub,
1962). Secondary reinforcers are useful when building up complex chains
of behaviour. Running down an alley can be "rewarded" with hopper
illumination, pecking a key then leads to both food-hopper operation and
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illumination. The extinction of the secondary reinforcing properties of the
illumination is thus avoided. Chained schedules (see below), where the
response requirements of one schedule have to be completed before pro-"
ceeding to a second schedule that eventually yields reinforcement, are
learned better if intermediate secondary reinforcement is offered (Gollub,
1977). So-called observing responses, where a Pigeon issues operant acts
to bring on stimuli that inform it about the prospects of reinforcement, may
also be maintained by secondary reinforcement but it is possible th2,t
reduction of uncertainty per se is primarily reinforcing (Dins!lloor et al.,
1981).
Four reinforcement paradigms are distinguished. A response may be
appetitively rewarded (e.g. food for key-pecking) or aversively punished
(e.g. painful shock for moving). Conversely a response may be reinforced
by the temporary omission of an otherwise regularly available appetitive
reward (e.g. food is withheld if preening is shown) or by the temporary
omission of an aversive stimulus (e.g. air blasts are avoided if a treadle is
pressed). The four paradigms can be reduced to two if the absence of
aversive stimuli is equated with the presence of appetitive stimuli and
conversely, the absence of appetitive stimuli is equivalent to the presence
of aversive stimuli. Thus when a Pigeon has learned to peck a key for food
it can be argued that it has learned a hunger-avoidance task. The "good"
outcome paradigm increases the frequency of an instrumental response.
The "bad" outcome paradigm, which will be dealt with later, decreases it.
However, it can be demonstrated that Pigeons can also learn that a
response has no consequences (learned laziness, Welker, 1976, see also
extinction below).
The vast majority of the studies on instrumental conditioning of Pigeons
have utilized key-pecking as response and food as reward. Recent investigations that have employed different operants and other reinforcers suggest, contrary to early opinion, that they are not freely exchangeable.
Judged by key activation, pecking for example can easily be conditioned
with either food or water reward but as mentioned earlier the responses
that are obtained are not equivalant in detail (Moore, 1973). Furthermore
key-pecking can not easily be conditioned with opportunity for social COIltact (Stall! et al., 1973; Unton, 1981), courtship (Gilbertson, 1975) or
aggression (Cole and Parker, 1971), with relief from thermal stress
(Schmidt and Rautenberg, 1975; Budgell 1971, ring dove) nor with shock
avoidance (Foree and LoLordo, 1974; Moreas and Todorov, 1977). Head
nodding (detected with a photoelectric gate, Schmidt and Rautenberg,
1975), tachycardia and bradycardia (Sieland et al., 1981) are easily conditioned with thermal stress relief. Ope rant beak-opening develops well
when reinforced with water (Mallin and Delius, in preparation). Head-lift-
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ing, treadle pressing and shuttle-box running are operants that ~an be
efficiently reinforced with shock avoidance (Hutton et al., 1974; Smith and
Keller, 1970; Foree and LoLordo, 1970; Macphail, 1968) or food
(Richardson and Rainwater, 1979). Electrical brain stimulation can ~ein
force both key-pecking and shuttle-box running (Goodman, 1970; Zelgler
et al., 1978; Delius and Pellander, 1982). Key-pecking can also be
rewarded with relief from an atmosphere that is overloaded with carbon
dioxide (Weinstein, 1963). Poking the head t.hrough an ?pening .can be
reinforced with food but is is often accompamed by peckll1g (Dehus and
Emmerton, 1979). Generally we must expect that innate predispositions
constrain instrumental conditioning. The fact that pecking is not a natural
escape response explains why it is an inefficient ope rant for shoc~ avoidance (Smith et al., 1972). Such constraints are probably not restncted to
the acquisition but also influence the maintenance of responses under the
various schedules of reinforcement that will not be described. However,
food reinforced treadle pressing does not seem to differ much in this
respect from the more commonly studied key-pecking (Richardson and
Rainwater, 1979).
During the acquisition phase of an instrumental response it is efficient to
reinforce every response (continuous reinforcement schedule, CRF). Once
responding is established the response requirement may be raised (Ferster
and Skinner, 1957). For example a sequence of n responses may be
demanded for each reinforcement thus instituting a fixed ratio reinforcement schedule (FR2, FR3, FRn; FR1 is equivalent to CRF). Pigeons can
gradually be brought to respond at quite high ratios, FR200 fo.r ex~mple.
Patterning apparent in the response flow suggests that at low ratlos Pigeons
may bring counting abilities to bear (Zeier, 1966; Dodd, 1980). It is possible that it is not the individual nth peck that is being effectively reinforced
but rather the whole burst of n pecks (Zeiler, 1977). A post-reinforcement
pause seen at high n may be due to the fact that the animals can not
discriminate the FR schedules from fixed interval schedules (see below;
De Casper and Zeiler, 1974) (Fig. 3). Responses can also be reinforced
according to a random plan such that on average only the nth one is
rewarded (variable ratio schedules, VRn). The resulting behaviour is a
very steady responding at increasing rates with increasing n.
With fixed interval schedules the first response occurring 1, 2, t s after
the last reinforcement is again reinforced (FI 1, FI2, FI t). The response
density as a function of time is again of interest. Traditionally the responses
are recorded as steps cumulating (integrating) over time. At higher ts, for
example 30 s, the resulting staircase function shows nat sections without
responding after each reinforcement (post-reinforcement pauses) followed
by a gradually accelerating upward course until the next reinforcement
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Fig. 3. Instrumental conditioning, schedules of reinforcement. Typical cumulaliv~:
records for asymptotic performance on fixed ratio (FR), fixed interval (FI), van··
able ratio (VR) and variable interval (VI) schedules. Also a characteristic record
for an extinction (EXT) session following previous partial reinforcement training
(compiled from various sources).

(scalloping) (Fig. 3). Since the timing of this response acceleration is
adjusted to the particular t in use one must surmise that Pigeons are using
timing capabilities (Richelle and Lejeune, 1980; Richardson and Rainwater, 1979).
Another kind of schedule that taps timing abilities is the differential
reinforcement of low rates schedule (DRL t) in which responses must be
spaced by at least t s to procure reinforcement. Pigeons do well up to 5 s
intervals; with longer intervals they show "impatience". Whereas pecking
in nature is conducive to food-finding, waiting is not; pecking may thus be
difficult to inhibit for a hungry Pigeon. When foot-treadle pressing or
perching is the ope rant then DRL performance is more efficient (Mantanus et al., 1977; Richelle and Lejeune, 1981) but still not commensurate
with the quite accurate time discrimination of which Pigeons are capable
under conditions where they have to assess the duration of external stimuli
(Spetch and Wilkie, 1981).
Schedules do not only control the temporal distribution of the instrumental responses, pecking for instance, but also the patterning of the whole
range of inter-related behaviours. The situation is similar to that with
temporal classical conditioning (Ff schedules, see earlier) and indeed
some of the patterning seen may be due to the classical contingencies that
inevitably accompany operant schedules (Staddon, 1977). Nonetheless
some of the schedule-induced adjunctive behaviour such as excessive
drinking and aggressive behaviour elicited by partial reinforcement
schedules (Falk, 1971; Magyar and Malagodi, 1980; Yoburn et al., 1981;
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Looney and Dove, 1978) is quite remarkable and may require more
specific explanations.
A further partial reinforcement schedule that finds much application but
is theoretically of less interest is the variable interval schedule when the
intervals vary around a mean duration t (VII, 2, t s ). The intervals are
traditionally randomly chosen from a negative exponential or similar distribution (Reshler and Hoffman, 1962). With a VI 120 for example,
Pigeons will respond steadily at a rate of thousands of responses per .h~ur
and with minimal post-reinforcement pauses for hours on end provldmg
stable response baselines for conditioned suppression experiments (see
above) for instance (Fig. 3).
The rate of responding on a given schedule is not independent of the
immediately preceding experience with other schedules. Pigeons will, for
example, respond at higher rates in a VI 30 s schedule if they previously
experienced a VI 120 s rather than a VIIs schedule. Similarly, responding
on a given schedule depends on what other concurrent schedules are
offered on further keys (behavioural contrast, Rashotte, 1979). This and
other schedule behaviour can be usefully interpreted in terms of economic
theory. For example the rates of respondingwith FR 80 differ depending
on whether Pigeons are run in brief sessions or long sessions, the rates
being much lower in the former case. The subjects are fed in their
home-cage after each session. For the Pigeons operating in short sessions
(open economy) it does not pay to spend much effort for what they are
soon to receive free. For animals where such expectation is remote (closed
economy) it pays to work hard for what is presently available. Also,
depending on the particular conditions, Pigeons should, according to
theory, when offered the choice of two different partial reinforcement
schedules choose that yielding the maximum rate of reward (maximizing)
or else they should distribute their responding proportionally to the relative merits of both schedules (matching, Heyman, 1979). It seems that they
largely do as expected (Hursh, 1980; Staddon et aI., 1981). Schedule
behaviour can also be related to optimal foraging theory, a biological variant
of economic theory (Lea, 1979).
If, after conditioning, the reinforcement for an operant behaviour is
discontinued (extinction schedule, EXT) the response rate begins to decay
and eventually becomes zero. This decrement is often erroneously attributed to forgetting (see below). if the extinction procedure is interrupted
for several hours or a few days, there is a partial spontaneous recovery of
responding (reflex reserve). When reinforcement is restored then the reacquisition is far more rapid than the original acquisition. During EXT the
animals can be thought to learn about the new zero correlation between
responding and reinforcement, and this new association inhibits the previ-
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ously learned behaviour. If partial instead of continuous reinforcement was
in force before extinction began the response decay is markedly retarded
(partial reinforcement effect, PRE). Lean VR and VI schedules yield the
greatest extinction resistance. Subjects presumably find it difficult to
decide whether the non-reinforcement is not just a chance unreinforccd
segment of the original schedule (Gonzales et al., 1965). Conditioned
avoidance behaviour is often assumed to be particularly resistant to
extinction but that is not generally so (Uhl and Eichbauer, 1976).
The omission of expected reward that operates during extinction can be
considered an aversive event. Extinction may thus be seen as a form uf
punishment. Response elimination is indeed accelerated by contingent
shock, air blast or even a period of darkness (Azarin and Holz, 1966;
Schwartz, 1977). The punishment of unconditioned responses does not
seem to have been studied in Pigeons. Reinforcement for not responding
for a specified time interval or for an alternative, incompatible repon!;e
are other possible elimination procedures (Lowry and Lachter, 1977).
. An alternative extinction procedure is to offer response-independent
reward, responding thus again being uncorrelated with reinforcement.
Remarkably there is little extinction of key-pecking under this condition
unless' care is taken that responding is not associated with more stimulus
changes than are the free rewards (Osborne, 1977). If, however, an additional omission contingency is instituted, with responses leading to the
withdrawal of reinforcement, then the behaviour generally wanes
(Powell and Kelly, 1976).

V. Discrimination learning
During classical conditioning subjects come to respond under the control
of the CS. They thus differentiate this stimulus from background stimuli.
During operant conditioning the instrumental response must almost always
be adequately orientated and/or timed, that is under stimulus control, to be
effective. In the standard paradigm, pecks off the response key are ineffective. Thus the animal learns to discriminate between key and non-key
stimuli. In part this may come about through the unavoidable classical
stimulus-reward contingency (WOOdruff et al., 1977). How precisely the
Pigeon's behaviour is controlled by stimuli can be described with stimulus
generalization gradients.
A Pigeon is trained on a monochromatically illuminated key until it
performs steadily on a lean VI schedule. Then lights of other wavelengths
are shown on the key for brief periods under EXT conditions. Responding
falls off as these stimuli are further and further away from the training
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stimulus both towards the short and the long-wave ends of the spectrum.
The exact shape of the gradient depends somewhat on the details of the
measure and the measuring procedure used (Hearst et al., 1964; Weisman
and Thio, 1976; Blough, 1978). Similar, approximately symmetrical
gradients around the training stimulus are also obtained along the dimension
of tone-frequency (Rudolph and Van Houten, 1(74) and angular tilt of a
line (Hearst et al., 1964). Along the intensity dimension of tones (Lawrence, 1973) or light (Ernst et al., 1971) louder or brighter test stimuli tend
to yield more, quieter or dimmer test stimuli fewer respo~s.e~ tha.n the
training stimulus. Generalization gradients along more artifIcIal dImensions, like positions of a dot on a key or distortions of a shape, are less
orderly (Farthing, 1975; Ferraro and Grisham, 1972). Tone frequency
generalization gradients are very Hat unless the training t~ne alternates
with no-tone periods signalling extinction (Jenkins and Harmon, 1962) or
the interference of visual stimuli, that dominate the Pigeon's behaviour in
feeding contexts, is excluded by training and testing in darkness (Rudolph
and Van Houten, 1(74).
How does a Pigeon know about the ordering of stimuli along the generalization gradient? Ducklings (Anas platyrhynchos) seem to have innate
information about the sequence of hues in the light spectrum. Raised in
monochromatic sodium light they nonetheless yield orderly generalization
gradients (Terrace, 1975).
Generalization gradients reHect the Pigeon's assessment of how likely it
is that a test stimulus signals the same pay-off as the original stimulus. If,
besides the stimulus that signals reinforcement (S+), there is another training stimulus (S-) from the same dimension and that signals punishment,
this assessment is modified. The gradient is very steep and furthermore
leans away from the S-, the peak responding occurring not with the S+, but
with some test stimulus further along the dimension (Hanson, 1959; Fig.
4). One assumes that the S - is surrounded by an inhibitory generalization.
gradient (which is not easy to measure because it does not elicit any
responding, but see Guttman, 1965). This gradient subtracts from the
excitatory gradient associated with the S+, skewing it (Rilling, 1977).
What we just described is an instance of discrimination learning which is
said to have occurred whenever two or more stimuli come to control
behaviour differentially in the sense of consistently eliciting different reactions. Non-responding is also a possible reaction.
Discrimination obtained with classical conditioning is often called differentiation. Two stimuli are repeatedly presented, one of them, the CS+,
always in conjunction with the UCS, the other, the CS-, without it. A CR
develops as a rule only in response to the CS+, not to the CS-. In the
context of autoshaping (see earlier), the key of the Skinner box is periodi-
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Fig. 4. Generalization gradients to monocl~romatic. light alo~g th~ light s~ctr_u!1l
after the Pigeons had been rewarded only for pecklllg a key IIlumlllated with )?U
nm (S+) and after they had been extensively rewarded and not rewarded tor
responses to the key illuminated respectively with 550 nm (S+) and 530 nm (S-).
Note the peak shift away from the S·· (mOdified from Hanson 1'15(1).

cally illuminated for a few seconds with either, for example, a red or a
green light. If food access only ensues after red illumination then a PigeoIl
will begin to peck the red light but not the green one. If the CS-UCS
contingency is reversed then the green key will elicit most responding (see
also Passe, 1981). This procedure is of the discrete trial kind. Instead one
can alternate the green and red illumination without any pause every half
minute and offer food irregularly according to a variable time schedule
(VT) while only one of the stimuli (CS+) is on. In this free respondem
situation the animals will then also key-peck almost exclusively during the
CS+ periods. If food is offered indiscriminately during both colour phases
then responding ceases altogether (Gamzu and Schwartz, 1973).
The discriminability of two stimuli very close on a continuum is ultimately limited by perceptual factors. Aversive heart-rate conditioning was
used to estimate this limit in auditory frequency discriminations. A tone of
a given frequency (for example 1000 Hz) served as CS'. A 10 s burst of it
was always followed by a brief shock. A selection of neighbouring frequencies (1012,1125,1050,1100 Hz), also in 10 s bursts, served as CS-. The
tachycardic CR were assessed by comparing the heart-rate during pre-CS
baseline periods and the CS periods. These responses were plotted as a
function of stimulus frequencies (generalization gradient). The expectation
is that when a CS- is sufficiently close to the CS' the Pigeons will not be
able to distinguish it and will thus respond to it as if it were a CS+. However
in practice there. never is such a sharp threshold. An arbitrary CR amp-
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has to be defined as the threshold criterion. Seventy-five per cent of
the CR to the CS'" is a common choice. The frequency difference (6 f)
corresponding to this criterion is read off the generalization gradient. It
characterizes the perceptual discrimination limit that can then be compared with equivalent limens obtained at other frequency bands (Delius
and Tarpy, 1974). As good stimulus differentiation develops rapidly,
usually within a few sessions, aversive heart-rate and the analogous conditioned suppression paradigms .(see above) have been' popular for
psychophysical studies into the sensory capacities of Pigeons. Several were
already mentioned earlier, we add here those dealing with tone pattern
discrimination (Delius and Tarpy, 1.974) and visual spectral sensitivity
"\
(Kreithen and Eisner, 1978).
The simplest instrumental discriminatioo.paradigm is the successive
go/no-go procedure, Pigeons previously shaped to peck a key are exposed
to a situation where two stimuli alternate 'every 30 s or so. One stimulus,
S+. (or SD in another terminology), signals the occasional availability of
relOforcement on a VI 30 schedule, for example, while another stimulus
S-, (or S 6), indicates that an EXT, no-reinforcement condition is in force.
The partial reinforcement schedule avoids the recurring reinforcement
d~livery itself becoming a cue. With easily discriminable stimuli Pigeons
WIll soon come to respond almost exclusively during the S+ periods. When
a more d}fficult discrimination is involved they will often fail to do so and
respond throughout as if confronted with an overall very lean partial reinforcement schedule. In economic terms it is more costly to discriminate
tha~ to r~spo.n~ .throughou~. A :ountermeasure is to have each response
dUring S relOltlUte the S penod so that unless the animal ceases to
respond it never gets out of the EXT condition. Thus the cost of not-discriminating is increased. Alternatively one can introduce aversive reinforcement, a brief blackout for responses to S- on the same schedule that
operates for the positive reinforcement. A quasi-randomized sequence
(Fe~lows, 1967) of ~+ and S- periods with brief stimulus blanking between
~enods help to obliterate unwanted time or stimulus-change cues. OccasIonal S+ periods in which no reinforcement is given can serve to check that
the rare rewards are not still a cue. The scoring of the discrimination
performance, a fair count of S+ (correct) and S- (incorrect) responses, can
be. b.a~e~ on such S+ periods plus an equal number of S- periods without a
relOltIatlOn procedure. The per cent correct responses is the traditional
summary descriptor of performance. Discrimination learning curves, where
these percentages are plotted as a function of the progression of sessions
usefully characterize the course of acquisition. The detection of visuai
motion (Siegel, 1970), regional retinal spectral sensitivity (Martin and
Muntz, 1979) and auditory intensity discrimination (Hienz et a!., 1980),
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among other things, have been investigated with go/no-go techniques of
this kind.
Pigeons obviously find it difficult to inhibit pecking in situations where
food is occasionally available. The successive conditional paradigm circumvents this obstacle. Instead of one key there are two, usually side by side. SI
signals that a response on the right key, S2 that pecking on the left key ,is
reinforced. Responses on the wrong key yield time-out punishment. When
discriminations are difficult Pigeons may again become lazy and peck consistently either the left or right key (position habit) for a 50% chance of
food reward. Incorrect responses can then be followed by repeated correction trials, disregarding the otherwise operative quasi-random stimulus
alternation. To avoid endless punishment the animal has to shift to the
other key. Although in principle they could still obtain partial reinforcement by oscillating between keys, most Pigeons choose to discriminate
under these circumstances. For performance scoring, only the outcome of
non-correction trials are c~nsidered fair (Delius and Emmerton, 1978a,
visual and auditory stimuli; Delius et al., 1982, visual stimuli; Mariotti and
Fiore, 1980, taste stimuli). Modifications of the conditional successive techniques were used to study among other things the spectral sensitivity
(Blough, 1957), wavelength discrimination (Wright, 1979), polarized light
discrimination (Delius et al., 1976), magnetic sensitivity (Bookman, 1977),
thirst-hunger discrimination (McFarIand and LIoyd, 1973, ring dove) and
drug-state discriminations (Henriksson et a/., 1975) of Pigeons.
Simultaneous discrimination paradigms are generally more effective than
successive ones, presumably because they do not depend so much on
memory. They presuppose though that the discriminative stimuli can he
presented c?nc~rrently. While visual stimuli are well suited, auditory and
olfactory stlmulI for example are not. Si- and S- are simultaneously di:;played on two keys. Responses at S+ yield reward, at S- punishment. The
allocation of the stimuli to the two keys on any trial is quasj~nllldom
(Fellows, 1967) except for correction trials after errors, that may be institu.ted to avoid position habits. No more than five daily sessions of 40 fair
tnals are required with this method to obtain a 90% correct discrimination
of ~asy stimuli, ~ay red and green light (Fig. 5). A difficult pattern discriminatlon may .easlly take ~O such sessions and yield perhaps only an 80';1\,
correct performance. SImultaneous discrimination methods have been
used, for example, to determine the visual acuity (Blough and Blollgh,
1977), the wavel~ng~h discrimination (Emmerton and Delius, 1980), and
t~e sound localization capabilities (Jenkins and Masterton, 1979) of
P~ge~n~ an~ to assess the effect of brain lesions on their visual pattern
dlscnmmatlons (Nau and Delius, 1981).
Several procedural details can accelerate the learning of difficult tasks.
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Fig. 5. Discrimination learning curves, mean curve of four Pigeons and individual
curves of two Pigeons. A discrete trial simultaneous discrimination procedure was
employed. S+ was broadband red light, S- was broadband orange light. There was a
slight initial unconditioned preference for the orange stimulus. Sessions consisted
of 32 triab (own data).

One is to already shape the initial key-pecking of the subjects with the key
illuminated with the prospective S+. Another technique is the so-called
errorless discrimination training (Terrace, 1963) where one begins with a
dark non-illuminated key as S-. Pigeons are spontaneously reluctant to
peck at a dark key. Then the intended S- is gradually faded in by raising its
intensity or extending the duration of its presentation. Pigeons may learn
quite difficult tasks, virtually without ever making an incorrect response.
The claim that the errorless discrimination is based on different processes
from normal discrimination can not be upheld (Rilling, 1977). Fading can
generally be used to shift animals from easy to difficult discriminations
(Delius and Emmerton, 1978b).
A so-called feature positive effect can influence the acquisition of discriminations. A distinctive, contrasting detail or feature added to an S+
promotes the learning of a discrimination, whereas the same feature added
to the S - has no such effect (Bottjer and Hearst, 1980). This could suggest
that Pigeons learn more about the S+ than the S-. The performance of a

well learned discrimination, however, is often more disrupted by the
replacement of the S- than of the S+ with a novel stimulus (Habu and
Delius, in preparation).
Stimuli, particularly natural ones, are often compounds of many elements. When Pigeons learn about them, do all components contribute
equally to the stimulus control? Pigeon learn to discriminate compound
visual-auditory stimuli better than the single stimulus elements separately,
unless one component is markedly more intense or salient than the other,
in which case the less salient one does not contribute much (Miles and
Jenkins, 1973). Nevertheless if testing with the isolated components is
done after compound stimulus conditioning it is usually found that control
is exercised by only one component of a light-tone compound stimulus.
Food-reinforced Pigeons learn principally about the light component but
shock-reinforced Pigeons learn mainly about the tone element of the same
compound. Oile cue overshadows the other (Foree and LoLordo, 1973;
see also Millier and Beale, 1977). Pigeons that have learned about one cue,
shape for example, will generally not learn about a second, redundant cue,
colour for exanlple, that is added later (blocking, Williams, 1978).
This leads to more general effects of previous experience upon discrimination learning. Having learned that shape but not colour was the relevant
cue in one discrimination task will Pigeons attend more to the shape than
to the colour components in a subsequent discrimination involving new
stimuli? This seems to be generally the qlse (Couvillon et al., 1976). There
is also a less specific effect. Having learned one discrimination facilitates
learning the next, even if the stimuli employed in the two tasks are not
particularly related. This learning set effect, however, may not be very
marked in the Pigeon (Zeigler, 1954; see also Newlin and Thomas, 1978).
A quite reliable facilitation builds up when Pigeons have to learn a succe~,
sion of reversals (S+jS- exchanges) of the same stimulus discrimination.
They eventually become exceedingly efficient at switching from responding
to one stimulus to responding to the other (Staddon and Frank, 1974). This
effect is incidentally much disrupted by Iesioning the hyperstriatum, ,a
forebrain structure of the Pigeon (Macphail, 1976). Generally one must
assume that to some extent Pigeons are capable of learning to learn, that is
of acquiring strategies that optimize later learning of a similar kind.
Discrimination learning procedures have been used to demonstrate that
Pigeons are capable of forming perceptual concepts, that is they learn to
distinguish classes of stimulus objects by some more or less abstract characteristic or characteristics. Herrnstein and Loveland (1964) had Pigeon,;
learn to discriminate a large number of slides of varied scenes, either
containing persons (S+) or not (S-), using a successive free operant technique and then presented them with a further number of novel slides in test
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trials. The Pigeons generalized the discrimination to these new stimuli with
high accuracy. They had developed a very flexible visual concept of human
beings (see also Siegel and Honig, 1970). Since then Pigeons have been
shown capable of many other perceptual concepts: pigeon, tree, water,
symmetry and so forth (Herrnstein et al., 1976; Delius and Habers, 1978).
There is controversy as to whether Pigeons can learn the concept of
identity. The matching to sample (MTS) procedure has been employed. A
sample stimulus is projected on the middle key of a three-key Skinner-box. The Pigeon is required to peck this key several times (observing
response). This causes comparison stimuli to be projected onto the sicje
keys, one of which is identical to the stimulus on the middle key. The
Pigeon is reinforced for responding to the matching stimulus. Having
learned this it will generalize accurately to other, novel stimuli only if it was
trained with many different exemplar stimuli (Carter and Werner, 1978;
Zen.tall et al., 1981). An argument that Pigeons do not normally learn an
identity concept is that they learn a so-called symbolic matching just as
easily as a true matching to sample task. Here the "matching" comparison
is not physically identical with the sample but is an arbitrary stimulus which
is defined to correspond to a given sample (red may be the match for
square, green for circle for example, Carter and Eckerman, 1975). The
matching to sample paradigm promises to be useful for investigating perceptual information processing. For example functions that reflect how
Pigeons group hues into primary colours have been obtained with this
method (Wright, 1979). Hollard and Delius (1982) investigated the recognition of patterns presented in different' orientations and found that a
particular task, mental rotation, whose solution requires thinking in man, is
mastered more efficiently by Pigeons than by man. Here incidentally the
reaction time, that is latency between the onset of the comparison stimuli
and the choice reaction of the subject, was used to measure performance.
This index of performance has been found useful in other contexts as well
(Blough, 1978; Olson et al., 1974).

VI. Memory and epilogue
A variant of the matching to sample task has been extensively used to study
the short-term memory of Pigeons. A delay is introduced between the
observing of the sample stimulus and the onset of comparison stimuli
(DMTS). As the delay increases to about 30 s the matching performance
falls off to chance (forgetting, Grant, 1976). If interfering stimuli are presented during the interval (free food presentation, irrelevant stimulus on
sample key) the retention span becomes shorter (Cook, 1980). A different
procedure is based on the successive conditional discriminatio~. On a mid-

dIe key two stimuli are presented in succession with an interposed delay.
The Pigeons must acknowledge these stimuli with observing responses. If
the stimuli were identical they have to respond to the right side-key, jf th,;!y
were different to the left side-key. To do this they have not only to
remember the first stimulus over the delay but also have to integrate it with
the second to decide on the correct response (delayed sequence discrimination, DSD). Again increasing delays and interference yield a deterioration
in retention (Hulme et al., 1979).
Spatial learning, e.g. of mazes, is particularly informative about the representation in memory (cognitive maps) of complex stimul~s configurations. It has been little investigated in Pigeons (Diebschlag, 1941; Wilkie et
al., 1981, ring dove) although the navigating abilities of Pigeons suggest an
exceptional capacity in this respect (see "Orientation" chapter in this
book).
Long term memory retention in the Pigeon has not been extensively
investigated but simple conditioned behaviours like key pecking are
retained over years while complex learned tasks like multiple pattern discriminations may be all but forgotten within months or even weeks (Zeier,
1966; Hoffman and Selekman, 1967; Rodewald and Donn, 1978).
Birds, and hence Pigeons, are particularly useful for studies of
interhemispheric transfer of memorial information because of their totally
crossed optic nerves and few commissural pathways. Certain visual tasks
learned with the animals seeing with the one eye are immediately mastefl~d
when they are tested seeing with the other eye but other tasks are not. At
present it is not clear what distinguishes these two kinds of tasks (Zeier,
1975; Green et a/., 1978). Tasks that do not transfer provide an opportuni ty
to study the physiology of learning and memory with the two brain-halves
of the same animal serving as control and experimental preparations.
Pigeons have been little used for this purpose (Deutsch et al., 1980) but
domestic chicks (Gal/us galllls) have been popular (Andrew, 1980; Horn et
al., 1979).
Social imitation or observational learning is a kind of learning that is of
great interest in the context of the discussion about cultural evolution
based on non-genetic transmission of information by traditions. Pigeons,
being highly social, show such learning, at least in foraging situations.
Having observed another Pigeon obtain food operantly facilitates the subsequent acquisition of an equivalent behaviour by the observer Pigeon but
the processes involved and the conditions promoting this learni'i'ighave not
yet been closely analysed (Bullock and Neuringer, 1977; MiIlard, 1979).
Insight learning is to be understood as a trial and error kind of process
that, differently from conventional instrumental learning, takes place at the
level of memorized representations of environment and own behaviour. It
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only controls overt responding when a course of action has been identified
that will probably succeed. There is no sufficiently documented instance of
such learning in Pigeons but informal observations suggest that they may
be capable of it.
By way of contrast this chapter closes with the reminder that two of the
most sophisticated behavioural performances of Pigeons, vocalizations and
tlight, are largely innate (Grohmann, 1939; Nottebohm and Nottebohm,
1971, ring dove) and seem little, if at all, affected by learning processes.
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